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“To understand is to know what to do.”
- Ludwig Wittgenstein

Please do not Distribute or Post
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1. DNA of the Post

2. The Bio-Mechanics

3. Developing your Hanger

POSTING LIKE A PRO

TODAY’S BIG IDEAS

WHAT WE WON’T LOOK AT TODAY

1. Quiet Posts

2. Long Tags

3. Long Notes

4. Different Part Posts

5. Singing with the Posts
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6. “Screamers”

7. U and I, 

8. Trade off tags. 
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RINGMASTERS
2012 Int’l Champs

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qo_N9_ZFBhs

4:55 mark
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PA RT  A : T H E  D N A  O F  
T H E  P O S T

W H AT  Y O U  R E AL LY  N E E D  T O  K N O W

4

A hanger, or a post, in barbershop music is a long note, held by one of the voices in 
the quartet, while the other voices are free to change notes, and even breathe. 
Hangers usually occur in the tag of a Barbershop song, although they may occur 
anywhere. The held note is typically the tonic note of the song (e.g. if the song is in 
G Major, the hanger is usually a G). Any one of the four voices can have the hanger, 
although the hanger is typically a high note, therefore it is usually assigned to either 
the Lead or Tenor.

Some Barbershop arrangements have elaborate tags featuring a long hanger, and 
the hanger is usually sung at a high volume (fortissimo in musical terminology). 

The best singers in Barbershop quartets at the highest level of competition can sing 
hangers that can be upward of 20 seconds long. The combination of the one note, 
held long and loud, and the other three voices singing various creative harmonies 
around that one note, is one of the most thrilling aspects of Barbershop music.
Singing a hanger is also referred to as posting a note.
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WHAT MAKES FOR A GREAT POST? 

DOUBLE DATE
World Mixed Champs 2014 & 2016

GRIP IT AND RIP IT? NOT! 

DOUBLE DATE
Double Date is the BinG! World Mixed 2014 quartet champion. 

Possibly has some perfectly-timed vibrato
- For use when you are alone
- Or at the end of a note
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THE HANGER: A FEW DEFINING FACTORS

6

 Long note with mostly straight tone

 Typically the tonic note of the song 

 Mostly primary target vowel

 Consistent tone effort throughout (and beyond cutoff)

PRO TIP: Height, 
Bright, Light

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_ngnz6G-5ts

Most on are EH or AW. Classic Tags book (David Wright) has 3 tags with i vowel. Lone 
Prarie +Mickey Mouse, Where is the Boy to Be? 

A hanger, or a post, in barbershop music is a long note, held by one of the voices in 
the quartet, while the other voices are free to change notes, and even breathe. 
Hangers usually occur in the tag of a Barbershop song, although they may occur 
anywhere. The held note is typically the tonic note of the song (e.g. if the song is in 
G Major, the hanger is usually a G). Any one of the four voices can have the hanger, 
although the hanger is typically a high note, therefore it is usually assigned to either 
the Lead or Tenor.

Some Barbershop arrangements have elaborate tags featuring a long hanger, and 
the hanger is usually sung at a high volume (fortissimo in musical terminology). 

The best singers in Barbershop quartets at the highest level of competition can sing 
hangers that can be upward of 20 seconds long. The combination of the one note, 
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held long and loud, and the other three voices singing various creative harmonies 
around that one note, is one of the most thrilling aspects of Barbershop music.
Singing a hanger is also referred to as posting a note.

 Never louder than lovely, but always full and rich

 Swell and forward motion toward summit & conclusion

 Close-off final SOUNDS late and quickly
- I, Fine, Mine, CRY, WAY, etc.

 Add vibrato
- When you are alone
- Or at the end of a note

 Sing beyond cutoff. Give it to the audience (physically).
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P A R T  B :  T H E  B I O M E C H A N I C S

• Energy
• Breath
• Onset
• Larynx
• Head Position
• Soft Palate
• Tongue
• AES

PRO TIP: The body has rules. Learn 
the rules, control the behaviours.

- What is the most effective feedback in voice training? Sound? Ear? Nope: Muscular 
Feedback! 

- Have you felt like you are crossing your fingers before you go on stage? One aim of 
practicing technique is to make your performances predictable. If it’s not predictable, 
there’s something wrong with the way you practice. The following slides have some 
tips that might help. 

DIY, DELIBERATELY
The answer, says Ericsson, is to get as close to the ideal as you can. If teaching is an 
option, take it. If not, use the following process until circumstances change:
Identify expert performers – Either the objective best (where rankings exist) or 
even just your personal heroes.
Figure out what makes them so good – Read their stories, analyse their 
performance, learn all that you can of their journey.
Come up with training techniques to get there – Experiment, test, learn, adjust and 
repeat.
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ENERGY: THE ROLE OF EFFICIENCY & EFFORT

8

• Posting is allow to feel easy (our little secret). 

• Effort is never about more breath/pushing/support etc.
- Focus more on sensations than sound

VOCAL SPECTRUM: 2006 Int’l Champs

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qo_N9_ZFBhs

Efficiency is the hallmark of a good post
• Ask yourself, “What do I need?“

• Then ask, “How much little of it do I need?” 

• Effort is never about more breath/pushing/support etc.

• Instead, focus on:
a) muscle prep & maintaining engagement
b) resistance, not support  
c) sensations rather than on sound

YOU WILL ACTUALLY HAVE MORE 
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CONTROL

The Role of Effort (muscle contraction).  MAKE A QUICK NOTE ABOUT EFFICIENCY IS THE 
TARGET. THEN YOU CAN MAKE CHOICES TO BE INEFFICIENT MY PHILOSOPHY IS TO TEACH 
EFFICENCY. NOT RIGHT OR WRONG. 

Effort Is never about push/support. It’s about arranging musculature and holding it there as 
long as you need it (without creating problems in other areas). 

Don’t do any more than you need. Efficiency is the hall mark of a good belt. Ask 
yourself, what do you need for the task. Then ask how much of it do you need. A: 
Usually less than you think. When we’re asked to do something, we usually interpret 
it to mean we need to do more. More isn’t efficient. 

Posting is about resistance, not pressure. It’s about arranging musculature 
and holding it there as long as you need it
Switch off pressure. It closes the TVF. Don’t need more air/support. -no need to 
increase subglottal pressure (more air)

High note (belt/post) requires attention (effort) to muscle prep, not more breath 
prep/effort

Working the muscles is satisfying
-Effort will make high intensity singing and speaking feel easy
-Effort is also the key to avoiding laryngeal constriction

• Focus harder on sensations than sound. Shift your focus to muscles (anchoring, 
release abs) from focus on breath feels like a loss of control for singers, but it’s 
not. It’s just a refocus. You’ll actually have more control. 
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ANCHORING: THE TRUE SUPPORT SYSTEM

• Anchor so the vocalis and breathing mechanisms won’t 
have to work so hard. 

• Provides greater stability and consistency in singing.

PRO TIP:  If you’re running 
out of air, anchor more. 

PRO TIP2:  Square up and  
anchor off your back foot

FEEL EFFORT IN 4 Places: 
• Above molars, under nose
• Back of Velum/ center of head
• Under the ear to nape of neck
• Sternocleidomastoid (pillars of neck)

Use anchor to stabilize post. Support with body (neck/head/quadratus lumborum) 
NOT breath. 

Support with body (neck/head/quadratus lumborum) NOT breath. 

It’s possible to overdo everything. Anchoring is nothing more than slight 
engagement. The task is to find the right amount of engagement

Back anchoring (stabailizes the layrnx) vs support vs bracing. Same thing. The point 
is that we want to use our body not our breath for consistent tone. 
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NOTICE THE STABILITY of POSTURE, NECK? 

Anchoring is not about pressure, while support is associated with pressure. 
-correcting an inconsistency usually requires less breath support, not 

more. 
-more support usually leads to tension (tongue)

Anchoring is useful in Belting when you don’t have time to reset breath. 

Anchoring is never about fixing. 

Anchoring is not about pressure, while support is associated with pressure. 
-correcting an inconsistency usually requires less breath support, not 

more. 
-more support usually lead sot tension (tongue)

To train out constriction tendencies, string together 4 sobs: complain softly is 
sob(free jaw/tongue). Retract & anchor. 

Anchor supra glottis too. Start by getting position silently (head anchor), next glottal 
onset to twang, begin descending, detached pentatonic scale. Don’t relax. Engage Bio 
effort all the way through. 
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ANCHORING TRAINING

HEAD AND NECK

a) Above molars, under nose
• Flare your nostrils. Try to get them to reach your ears. 

Do not use your lips.  

b) Back of Velum/ center of head
• 'Wean’ off your thumb.   

LOWER BACK

1. Imagine a balloon under your armpits
2. Squeeze. 
3. Breath. 
• Feeling Buoyant. No compression.

PRO TIP: Pros are 
always asking, 
“What do I feel?” 

• ‘Ng’ a melody. 

Behind the upper front teeth under the nose
Back to the velum, and up into the center of the head
Under the ear, to the occipital bone at the nape of the neck
A sensation of two struts, or columns to either side of the neck. 

Weaning: Notice the sensation of sucking in while singing out. 

The Sternocleidomastoids (pillars of neck) are also a part of support but the 
contribution and engagement of these muscles are not significant in Barbershop 
singing so, for the sake of time, I have left them out of this discussion. These are 
more engaged during Opera and Musical Theatre Belting. To train your 
Sternocleidomastoid, push your palm into your forehead. Resist. 

Back: If the torso feels compressed, you are doing it incorrectly. 
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HOW MUCH BREATH DO YOU NEED?

A) A LITTLE: A high, shallow breath

B) MODERATE: Same amount as you‘d speak it

C) LOTS: A deep, full breath
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HOW MUCH BREATH DO YOU NEED? 

A) A LITTLE: A high, shallow breath

…BUT LOTS OF BIOMECHANCIAL EFFORT!

PRO TIP:  You never need more air.     
- Rob Mance

Watch Fred
prepare

PRO TIP2: Breath in at the Pitch of Post 
(even if you’re coming at it from below). 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u7mGjSZpdpk

PRO TIP:  Breath is the enemy of the post

PRO TIP2:  You never need more air. - Rob Mance

HIGH SHALLOW BREATH

Projection is about space and resistance, not pressure. 

Big breath lowers larynx. Wrong setup for posting

Switch off pressure. It closes the TVF. Don’t need more air/support. -no need to 
increase subglottal pressure (more air)

Employ low air flow (‘hay’), not high pressure (‘hhhhhay’). 

Breath will respond to the sound you want. 
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Support with body (neck/head/quadradus lumborum) NOT breath. 

Breath Support shouldn’t be a replacement for something that should be happening 
at the laryngeal level. 

Scratchiness is symptom of too much pressure. So use less. 

Abdominals aren’t used until after you use base level of breath (in-out level)
-don’t use too much pressure (don’t push)
-use enough to get through the phrase (think air flow, not breath pressure)
-Anchor and release/let go of diaphragm/viscera

Shift your focus to muscles (anchoring, release abs) from focus on breath feels like a loss of 
control for singers, but it’s not. It’s just a refocus. You’ll actually have more control. 

High note (belt/post) requires attention (effort) to muscle prep, not more breath prep/effort
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WHICH IS THE MOST EFFICIENT ONSET?

A) ASPIRATE (H)

B) GLOTTAL (/ e /)

C) SMOOTH (Yay)

D) GLOTTAL FRY (Britney Spears)

Never use an H onset. Clean tone=efficiency; if it’s not clean, it’s not efficient. Clean=clear 
harmonics (little interhamonic noise)

H creates too high airflow. We need less 

Smooth: Will feel like drinking in the tone

Ask them to do it. Hear it. Feel it. 

Uh-oh
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WHICH IS THE MOST EFFICIENT ONSET?

A) ASPIRATE (H)

B) GLOTTAL (/ e /)

C) SMOOTH (Yay)

D) GLOTTAL FRY (Britney Spears)

PRO TIP:  Vocal efficiency is 
determined by the onset

From Structure of Singing -Richard Miller

Never use an H onset. Clean tone=efficiency; if it’s not clean, it’s not efficient. Clean=clear 
harmonics (little interhamonic noise)

H creates too high airflow. We need less 

Smooth: Will feel like drinking in the tone

Ask them to do it. Hear it. Feel it. 

Uh-oh
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WHAT IS THE MOST EFFICIENT LARYNX POSITION? 

A) HIGH

B) MID-TO-HIGH (higher as you go up)

C) NEUTRAL OR RESTING LEVEL

D) LOWER

Inside our own head we hear lower frequencies louder than higher frequencies. To 
make it louder, raise larynx. 
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WHAT IS THE MOST EFFICIENT LARYNX POSITION? 

A) HIGH

B) MID-TO-HIGH (higher as you go up)

C) NEUTRAL OR RESTING LEVEL

D) LOWER

PRO TIP:  Never grunt or aspirate. 
Use the breath to move it. 

Inside our own head we hear lower frequencies louder than higher frequencies. To 
make it louder, raise larynx. 

Place hand on larynx. Swallow. What do feel? Sing /i/. Normally & then like an opera singer. 
What did you feel? 

Meryl Streep

Small vocal tract; High larynx, High tongue, Narrow AES, Head and Neck anchoring

a) Shout ‘Yay’ for your team taking the lead (Smooth Onset)
b) Now do it Drake’s way; what sound do you think he’s making? 
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WHAT IS THE MOST EFFICIENT HEAD POSITION? 

A) CHIN UP ALWAYS

B) CHIN UP AS YOU GO UP

C) CHIN DOWN

D) CHIN NEUTRAL
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WHAT IS THE MOST EFFICIENT HEAD POSITION? 

A) CHIN UP ALWAYS

B) CHIN UP AS YOU GO UP

C) CHIN DOWN

D) CHIN NEUTRAL
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WHAT IS THE OPTIMAL POSITION 
FOR THE SOFT PALATE ? 

A) LOW (sing) 

B) MID LEVEL (song)

C) HIGH (saw)

Velum

‘Gi’ lifts the soft palate. Hungi
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WHAT IS THE OPTIMAL POSITION 
FOR THE SOFT PALATE ? 

A) LOW (sing) 

B) MID LEVEL (song)

C) HIGH (saw)

Velum

PRACTICE TIP:  Say “Hungi” 

‘Gi’ lifts the soft palate. Hungi
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WHAT IS THE MOST EFFICIENT TONGUE POSITION? 

A) FLAT AND RETRACTED

B) MID LEVEL (SO YOU CAN SEE SOME TONGUE)

C) HIGH AND FORWARD

http://www.voiceteacher.com/tongue.html: The dangers of the flat or retracted tongue
A dark tonal quality that may sound good to the singer inside the head but does not 
carry in the opera house. A tape or mini disc recorder will reveal this kind of 
dysfunctional tonal quality.
A need to push more air pressure to go into the higher range.
Loss of the high pianissimo
Jaw pushing forward due to over pressurization of the breath.
Hoarseness after singing.
Spread mouth position as an attempt to brighten the overly darkened quality of the 
voice. (This simply closes the throat and creates many more problems.)
Shaking in the jaw and tongue as a result of the tremendous breath pressure 
required to force phonation.
Loss of the upper range.
Loss of the lower range.
Vowel distortion.
Inability to pronounce clearly.
Wide uncontrolled vibrato or fast uncontrolled vibrato.
Low soft palate.
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Head pushing forward as a result of the tremendous neck pressure; a direct result of 
too much breath pressure. This breath pressure is a result of the singer trying to force 
the upper range into function.
Dropping of the chest cavity. This is yet another attempt to force an overly darkened 
and non-resonant tone through the use of too much breath pressure.
Lack of healthy nasal resonance due to the flat tongue.
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WHAT IS THE MOST EFFICIENT TONGUE POSITION? 

A) FLAT AND RETRACTED

B) MID LEVEL (SO YOU CAN SEE SOME TONGUE)

C) HIGH AND FORWARD

POSTING: When you go up, you need: Less TVF closure, retract FVFs, tongue forward, 
cricoid tilt, raised larynx, Narrow AES, more anchoring. Coordinating these things take time. 
Practice on ng

Sob gliss on ng (with thin folds) is  great exercise to solve tongue problems. 
It stretches thin folds, (use whole range)
If tongue is tight, stick it out while doing it. 
Tongue/jaw must be totally free for it to work

Watch jaw position: don’t draw it back. 
Good to use before & after belting

Practice without sound (the biomechanics). You can’t tire out the voice that way.  
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“BRAVINI” – LOOK AT THOSE TONGUES! 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pW3NKIMnTzI
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Half and Half Quartet
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WHAT IS THE MOST EFFICIENT AES POSITION? 

A) WIDE

B) NARROW

C) WHAT’S AN AES?

POSTING: When you go up, you need: Less TVF closure, retract FVFs, tongue forward, 
cricoid tilt, raised larynx, Narrow AES, more anchoring. Coordinating these things take time. 
Practice on ng

Sob gliss on ng (with thin folds) is  great exercise to solve tongue problems. 
It stretches thin folds, (use whole range)
If tongue is tight, stick it out while doing it. 
Tongue/jaw must be totally free for it to work

Watch jaw position: don’t draw it back. 
Good to use before & after belting

Practice without sound (the biomechanics). You can’t tire out the voice that way.  
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WHAT IS THE MOST EFFICIENT AES POSITION? 

A) WIDE

B) NARROW

C) WHAT’S AN AES?

PRO TIP: Twang/AES can help smooth register transitions!

Posterior View of Larynx 

Oblique arytenoids

Epiglottis

EXERCISES:

- Train on thin folds.

- 'nyeh nyeh' cartoon sound

- 'ay' slides, then 'ee', 'ih', 'uh', 'ah', 'oh', 'oo’

- check: no air in sound? larynx position?

Build on thin folds(ng); loudness comes from twang, not thickness

When training AES, tell pupil to breath out before belting (posting). This removes 
tendency to over support. 

Flatting? Add twang

POSTING: When you go up, you need: Less TVF closure, retract FVFs, tongue forward, 
cricoid tilt, raised larynx, Narrow AES, more anchoring. Coordinating these things take time. 
Practice on ng

The Aryepiglottic sphincter

 Horseshoe-shaped, narrows throat
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 Located above the vocal folds

 'Twang' makes more sound with less effort

Sob gliss on ng (with thin folds) is  great exercise to solve tongue problems. 
It stretches thin folds, (use whole range)
If tongue is tight, stick it out while doing it. 
Tongue/jaw must be totally free for it to work

Watch jaw position: don’t draw it back. 
Good to use before & after belting

Practice without sound (the biomechanics). You can’t tire out the voice that way.  
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PRO TIP: Posts have 
fewer color varietals. 
Accept that. 

SUMMARY

ENERGY: HIGHER AS YOU GO UP, CONSTANT 
BREATH PRESSURE: LOW
ONSET: GLOTTAL or SMOOTH
LARYNX: MID-TO-HIGH (higher as you go up)
HEAD POSITION: CHIN UP AS YOU GO UP
SOFT PALATE: HIGH
TONGUE: FORWARD
AES: NARROW
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ARE THEY POSTING?

HOW CAN YOU TELL? 
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WHO’S POSTING HERE? BASS:

Lesson: Every one needs to learn to Post

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_ngnz6G-5ts

3:00 mark
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P A R T  C :  

D E V E L O P I N G  Y O U R  H A N G E R

PRO TIP: Don’t listen to yourself. 
Feel yourself. If you can’t feel it, 
you can’t train it. 
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DEVELOPING YOUR MENTAL GAME
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• FOCUS on production tasks; muscle effort begins before the 
voice is heard 

• DIRECTION: up and in; not out

• MOVEMENT: Take it for a walk; 2 beat Rule

• BREATHING: Practice ignoring your 
breathing reflex. See it for what it is. 

Get over fear you’re going to run out of breath. Do this by practicing holding your breath. 
Wait until you are out of breath. Think about your note while you do it. 

Voice production (muscle effort) begins before the voice is heard. The breath 
responds to what it meets on the way out (biomechanically speaking). 

Posting mindset: Champagne bubbles: your neck is the flute. The air is the bubbles. 
Use hand direction to illustrate the difference in singing quality between bubbles 
going up the neck vs sound going straight out in front of you to the back of the 
room. 

-promotes resonance, movement, 
- Don’t send it straight out. Instead, take your overtone for a walk. 

FREEDIVING: Contrary to what many people believe, it is not about drifting off and 
not thinking about anything, it is about supreme focus and attention, thinking only 
about the stage of the dive you are currently in – not worrying about an imperfect 
duck-dive, stressing about the free-fall or doubting your ability to make it back from 
the bottom. Equally not feeling overly euphoric on the ascent because you hit a 
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new target depth. Whatever stage of the dive you are in, you are in 100 percent, not 
distracted or mislead by thoughts of any other part of the dive. Once this can be 
achieved, the freedive looks after itself.
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DEVELOPING YOUR BIOMECHANICS

1) Set up mechanics, silently, before you begin

2) Silent yell: train it for 30-45 seconds

3) Train quietly/lightly; loudness comes from twang, not thickness

4) Gliss it up (ng/lip trills). Slowly. Note by note.

5) Extend Post higher than you need it. Makes them easier. 

6) Employ good diction

7) Do it every day.

PRO TIP: Play around. 
Explore all the sounds!

1) Set up mechanics, silently, before you 

begin

a. Silent yell (cricoid tilt): train it for 30-

45 seconds

b. Silent thyroid tilt: train it for 30-45 

seconds

2) Build on thin folds(ng); loudness comes 
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from twang, not thickness

3) Gliss it up. Slowly. Note by note.

4) Extend Post higher than you need it. 

Makes them easier. 

5) Employ good diction

6) Do it every day.
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W H A T  H A V E  Y O U  L E A R N E D ?

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

philipstanleygrant@gmail.com
@barbershopphil
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